MS Building
  • The initial plan was to tear down the MS building but ran out of funds to do so at the initial creation of the District

Option A
Positive for students
  • Less transitions

Negative for students
  • Transportation
  • Preschool transition
  • Doubling the size of the preschool disturbing the culture
  • Bubble less flexibility biggest student strain on the elementary schools
  • Loss of choice of foreign language

Option B
Positive for students
  • Preschool stays
  • Another year elementary school
  • Age transitions
  • Opportunity for advance classes for middle school kids

Negative for students
  • Less flexibility for the bubble years
  • Lack of continuity between the elem schools
  • Bad idea foe ABC shared elem school principle
  • Interacting between k-6 how will they handled that
  • Negative younger kids with older too much kids social mixing k-12
  • Positive

Option C
Negative for students
  • Too much travel for all ages transportation
  • Preschool transition
  • Doubling the size of the preschool disturbing the culture

Preschool see option A

Positive for students
  • Building the community
- Collaboration between teachers
- Cost gym would not be adequate
- Change in transitions Rivendell has maintained

More time for this .....  
This process is going too fast tax payers need to be informed

Option D
- Positive thinking long term
- Status quo
- 9-12 not getting the rigor that are missing from the program
- High school choice